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We describe an approach to efficiently determine the backbone desirable to employ more extensive isotopic labeling
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onformation of solid proteins that utilizes selective and extensive
3C labeling in conjunction with two-dimensional magic-angle-
pinning NMR. The selective 13C labeling approach aims to reduce
ine broadening and other multispin complications encountered in
olid-state NMR of uniformly labeled proteins while still enhanc-
ng the sensitivity of NMR spectra. It is achieved by using specif-
cally labeled glucose or glycerol as the sole carbon source in the
rotein expression medium. For amino acids synthesized in the

inear part of the biosynthetic pathways, [1-13C]glucose preferen-
ially labels the ends of the side chains, while [2-13C]glycerol labels
he Ca of these residues. Amino acids produced from the citric-
cid cycle are labeled in a more complex manner. Information on
he secondary structure of such a labeled protein was obtained by
easuring multiple backbone torsion angles f simultaneously,

sing an isotropic–anisotropic 2D correlation technique, the
NCH experiment. Initial experiments for resonance assignment

f a selectively 13C labeled protein were performed using 15N–13C
D correlation spectroscopy. From the time dependence of the

5N–13C dipolar coherence transfer, both intraresidue and inter-
esidue connectivities can be observed, thus yielding partial se-
uential assignment. We demonstrate the selective 13C labeling
nd these 2D NMR experiments on a 8.5-kDa model protein,
biquitin. This isotope-edited NMR approach is expected to fa-
ilitate the structure determination of proteins in the solid
tate. © 1999 Academic Press

Key Words: 13C labeling; proteins; torsion angle; resonance as-
ignment; solid-state NMR.

INTRODUCTION

Recently solid-state NMR has been increasingly applie
he structure determination of noncrystalline and disord
iological molecules. Techniques that yield both distance
rientational constraints to high precision are now availa
he sensitivity of these NMR experiments is greatly enha
y the enrichment of NMR-sensitive isotopes such as13C and

15N. So far, most NMR structural studies of solid peptides
roteins have adopted a specific-labeling approach wher
mall number of sites in the molecule is labeled in e
ynthesis and then one or two distances or torsion angle
traints are measured in each experiment (1–7). To determine
rotein structures more efficiently and comprehensively,
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roaches and to extract multiple structural constraints
ach experiment. The second condition may be fulfilled
erforming two-dimensional (2D) NMR experiments wh
ne dimension separates and identifies the chemically di
ites through their isotropic chemical shifts, while the o
imension yields the structural parameters (8). The first con
ition can be fulfilled by uniform13C and 15N labeling of the
roteins, which is used routinely now in solution NMR
etermine the structure of globular proteins (9, 10). In solid-
tate NMR, uniform15N labeling has also been utilized
btain information such as the orientation of protein segm

n the membrane bilayer (11). However, uniform13C labeling
f proteins leads to several spectroscopic difficulties for s
tate NMR. First, the one-bond13C–13C J-couplings and th
ultispin dipolar couplings that are effective in fully13C-

abeled proteins cause significant line broadening. TheJ-cou-
ling-induced line broadening cannot be removed by ma
ngle spinning (MAS) alone (12, 13) while the dipolar-induce

ine broadening is only removed completely at very high s
ing speeds (.25 kHz) (14). Thus the spectral resolution

ully 13C-labeled proteins is limited under normal MAS spe
3–15 kHz). Second, the weak13C–13C dipolar couplings tha
eflect long-range13C–13C distances are obscured by the str
ouplings between directly bonded13C spins. This occurs b
pin diffusion within the dense13C spin network and by th
ipolar truncation mechanism (15, 16). These spectroscop
hallenges, combined with the high cost of13C labeling, have
indered the routine measurement of multiple structural
traints in solid proteins from a single experiment and o
ingle sample.
In this paper we explore selective and extensive13C labeling

s a means to facilitate the NMR investigation of solid prot
nd demonstrate the application off torsion measurement o
uch a labeled model protein, ubiquitin. By exploiting
iosynthetic pathways of amino acids in bacteria, we

ncorporate13C labels into some sites in the proteins wh
eaving other sites unlabeled. Easily feasible with the stan
rotocol for protein expression, the selective and exten
S&E) labeling approach reduces the number of dire
onded13C spin pairs or larger clusters in the molecule, ei
y not labeling one of the carbons in the chain, or by redu
1090-7807/99 $30.00
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390 MEI HONG
age of this S&E labeling approach for solid-state NMR lie
he resolution enhancement that it achieves. This is de
trated by the13C spectra of several differently labeled ub
itin (M r 5 8565, 76residues). The abundant X-ray crys
iffraction (17) and solution-state NMR (18–21) data that ar
vailable for ubiquitin allow us to verify the13C labeling
rotocol and to demonstrate the solid-state NMR techniq
he modest molecular weight of ubiquitin also makes it p
ible to assess the realistic sensitivities of the NMR ex
ents. Similar selective13C labeling approaches have be
pplied in solution NMR for measuring precise relaxa
arameters (22, 23); however, to our best knowledge this is
rst demonstration of selective13C labeling for solid-stat
MR investigation of protein structure.
Using a13C selectively and15N uniformly labeled ubiquitin

ample, we demonstrate the residue-specific measurem
ackbone torsion anglesf by correlating the N–H and Ca–Ha

ond orientations (24). The f-angle experiment yielded sit
pecific information on the backbone conformation with
ccuracy of65 to 630°, by comparison with the X-ray crys
tructure. Since structure determination requires the as
ent of spectral resonances to the residues in the pr

equence, we applied a15N–13C 2D correlation technique an
emonstrate that it is possible to achieve partial seque
ssignment directly in the solid state.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

. Selective and Extensive13C Labeling

The selective and extensive labeling method relies on
pecificity of the amino acid biosynthetic pathways in bact
nder aerobic conditions, bacteria can utilize glucose or g
rol as the sole carbon source to synthesize the 20 amino
his is achieved via three major enzymatic pathways: gly
sis, the pentose phosphate pathway, and the citric-acid
25, 26). As an example, we outline the metabolic fates of
lucose C1 carbon in Fig. 1. During glycolysis, the six-car
lucose is oxidized to the three-carbon pyruvate, conve
lucose C1 into the pyruvate methyl carbon, C3. Since glu
1 and C6 contribute equally and indistinguishably to pyru
3, only 50% of pyruvate results from glucose C1. Pyruva
ext oxidized to acetyl-CoA, which enters the citric-acid cy
here two key intermediates,a-ketoglutarate and oxaloaceta
erve as the precursors for 10 amino acids. Oxaloacetate
roduced directly from phosphoenolpyruvate and pyru

hrough several anaplerotic reactions. Botha-ketoglutarate an
xaloacetate are reused in the cyclical reactions, thus lab
ultiple carbon sites, particularly Ca, Cb, and Cg, of these 10
mino acids. In contrast, amino acids synthesized by the l
nzymatic reactions have fewer glucose C1-derived car
rom pyruvate C3, the side chain ends of Ala, Val, and Leu

abeled. Gly loses the glucose C1 label in its synthesis
-phosphoglycerate, which also generates Ser and Cys
n-
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abeled side chain ends. The 3 aromatic amino acids are
uced from phosphoenolpyruvate via the pentose phos
athway and are labeled at Cb and several ring positions.
Therefore, we can obtain a protein that is selectiv

abeled in13C by supplementing the bacterial growth me
ith 13C specifically labeled glucose such as [1-13C]glucose
he absence of labeling for certain sites will alleviate

ine broadening, spin diffusion, and dipolar truncation pr
ems mentioned above. The chemical symmetry of the
ose molecule can be exploited to control the maxim
abeling level to 50%. Thus, the probability of a13C spin
air is at most 25% even for two directly bonded labe
ites. This further reduces the influence of the undesir
-couplings. For amino acids produced from the citric-a
ycle, the labeling levels of many sites are reduced to;25%
ue to the loss of some13C labels as CO2 and the distributio
f labels between chemically indistinguishable sites by
ymmetric intermediates (succinate and fumarate) of
ycle. The lower labeling levels compensate for the ex
iveness of labeling in these amino acids. When a lab

FIG. 1. Amino acid biosynthetic pathways in bacteria, illustrating se
ive and extensive13C labeling of proteins. Most compounds in the pathw
re precursors for the 20 amino acids. The fate of the glucose C1 is trace
esulting labeled carbons in the amino acid precursors are designa
sterisks. The smaller asterisks in oxaloacetate anda-ketoglutarate indicat

ower labeling levels.
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391TORSION ANGLES IN PROTEINS
evel of 100% is desired, [1, 6-13C]glucose may be use
his selective labeling approach can also be extende
pecifically labeled glycerol and pyruvate, which unde
imilar enzymatic reactions and have been used in se
olution NMR studies of protein dynamics (22, 23).
To demonstrate this selective and extensive13C labeling

pproach, we obtained two ubiquitin samples that were
ressed from bacterial media supplemented with [1-13C]glu-
ose and [2-13C]glycerol as the sole carbon source. To ve
nd compare the distribution of13C-labeled sites, we employ
D 13C–1H correlation experiments on these samples disso

n aqueous solution (Fig. 2). The labeled carbon sites
dentified by using the solution NMR chemical shifts kno

FIG. 2. Solution NMR 13C–1H heteronuclear correlation spectra of13C1
atterns. (a) CH3 region of 13C1-ubiquitin. (b) CH3 region of 13C2-ubiquitin.
ssignment is based on the known chemical shifts of this protein (27) and is i
omplementary nature of the13C1 and13C2 labeling schemes. Areas of th
to
o
ral

x-

d
re

or this protein (27) and are compiled in Tables 1 and 2.
xpected, the two labeling schemes exhibit partial comple

arity, in that many sites labeled by [1-13C]glucose are no
abeled by [2-13C]glycerol, and vice versa. For example, in
1-13C]glucose-derived ubiquitin (heretofore referred to

13C1-ubiquitin), most side chain methyl carbons are lab
ithout directly bonded13C neighbors (Fig. 2a). In compa
on, the [2-13C]glycerol-derived ubiquitin (heretofore referr
o as 13C2-ubiquitin) exhibits poor methyl carbon labeli
xcept for Ile Cd1 and Thr Ca (Fig. 2b). The isolated meth
arbon labels are potentially useful for measuring long-ra

13C–15N and 13C–13C distances between residues to cons
he protein tertiary structure. The [2-13C]glycerol scheme pre

iquitin and13C2-ubiquitin, verifying the selective and extensive13C labeling
Ca–Ha region of 13C1-ubiquitin. (d) Ca–Ha region of 13C2-ubiquitin. Spectra
cated for some peaks to illustrate the selectivity of the labeling and the
me type of carbons are enclosed by dashed lines.
-ub
(c)
ndi
e sa
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392 MEI HONG
rentially labels the13Ca of the linear-chain amino acids, wh
he [1-13C]glucose scheme does not. Isolated13Ca sites are
seful for measuringf torsion angles to directly probe t
rotein secondary structure. Those amino acids with both13Ca

nd 13CO labels are suitable forc torsion angle measureme
sing the NCCN technique (28, 29) and techniques that corr

ate the 13CO chemical shift anisotropy with the13Ca–1Ha

ipolar coupling (30, 31).
Overall, the predicted labeling patterns are borne out we

he solution NMR spectra, as shown in Tables 1 and 2

13C Labeling Patte

Residue

13C labels

Theory Expt.

Gly None None
Cysb b N.A.
Ser b b
Ala b b
Leu a, d1, d2 a, d1, d2
Val g1, g2 g1, g2
His CO1 d2
Phe b, d1, d2 b, g, d1, d2
Tyr b, d1, d2 b, d1, d2, z
Trpb b, d1, d2 N.A.

Note.The theoretically predicted labeled sites are compared with the e
cids produced from the citric-acid cycle (right half of the table), two type

abeling level of;25% (square brackets). The experimental peak intens
heoretical predictions. For amino acids produced from the citric-acid c

a Carbon sites predicted to be labeled but cannot be confirmed by th13C–
b Amino acids not present in ubiquitin. The experimental data are no

TAB
13C Labeling Patte

Residue

13C labels

ReTheory Expt.

Gly a a
Cysb a N. A.
Ser a a
Ala a a
Leu COa, b, g b, g
Val a, b a, b
His a d2
Phe a, g, e1 a, g, e1
Tyr a, g, e1 a, g, e1, z
Trpb a, d2, z3 N. A.

Note.The theoretically predicted labeled sites are compared with the e
cids produced from the citric-acid cycle, three types of labeling levels
t;50%, and sites in round brackets are labeled at,25%. The experimental
eneral agreement with the theoretical predictions. For amino acids pro

a Carbon sites predicted to be labeled but cannot be confirmed by th13C–
b Amino acids not present in ubiquitin. The experimental data are no
y
o

omparison is made for the two missing amino acid type
biquitin and for the unprotonated carbons, which are
etectable by the experiment. The good agreement betwe
xperiment and the prediction indicates that label scrambli
egligible. Based on residual signals of glycine Ca in the

15N–13C correlation spectra of13C1-ubiquitin (Fig. 6), we est
ate that scrambling contributes;10% of the labeling. Low

crambling is crucial for securing the selectivity of labeli
specially for amino acids produced from the linear part o
iosynthetic pathways. If desired, the more extensive lab

of [1-13C]Glucose

sidue

13C labels

Theory Expt.

Glu [COa], a, b, g, 2 a, b, g
ln [COa], a, b, g, 2 a, b, g
ro [COa], a, b, g, 2 a, b, g, 2
rg [COa], a, b, g, 2, 2 a, 2, g, 2, 2
sp [COa], a, b, [ga] a, b
sn [COa], a, b, [ga] a, b
et [COa], a, b, [g] a, b, 2
hr [COa], a, b, [g] a, b, [g]
ys 2, b, [g], d, e 2, b, d, e
le [CO1], a, 2, g1 a, 2, g1,

g2, [d1] g2, [d1]

rimentally observed ones obtained from the solution NMR data in Fig. 2ao
f labeling levels are predicted: the normal level of;50% (no brackets), and a low
, classified as strong (no brackets) and weak (square brackets), agree
, dashes are used to indicate the unlabeled sites.
orrelation experiment due to the lack of directly bonded protons.

ailable (N. A.).

2
of [2-13C]Glycerol

ue

13C labels

Theory Expt.

[COa], (a), [b], 2, da [a], [b], 2,
[COa], (a), [b], 2, da [a], [b], 2
[COa], (a), [b], 2, d [a], [b], 2, d
[COa], (a), [b], 2, d [a], [b], 2, d
[COa], [a], (b), [ga] [a], [b]
[COa], [a], (b), [ga [a], [b]
[COa], [a], (b), [g] [a], 2, [g], e
[COa], [a], (b), [g] [a], [b], g
a, 2, [g], (d), [e] a, 2, g, [d], e
[COa], [a], b, (g1), [d1] [a], [b], [g1], d1

rimentally observed ones obtained from the solution NMR data in Fig. 2bo
predicted: the normal labeling level is;100% sites in square brackets are lab
k intensities, classified as strong (no brackets) and weak (square brack

ced from the citric-acid cycle, dashes are used to indicate the unlabeleites.
orrelation experiment due to the lack of directly bonded protons.

ailable (N. A.).
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393TORSION ANGLES IN PROTEINS
f the amino acids from the citric-acid cycle can be avoide
upplementing the minimal medium with unlabeled interm
tes of the citric-acid cycle or the unlabeled amino acid p
cts themselves (32).
The selective and extensive13C labeling approach (22, 23)

iffers from other selective labeling methods that require
erial auxotrophs (33–35) and from random fractional labelin
36, 37). It is easy to implement with the standard prot
xpression protocol and is very versatile, since specifi

13C-labeled glucose, glycerol, and pyruvate are commerc
vailable in many forms. The feasibility and versatility of t

abeling approach, together with the resulting potential
iency in the NMR structure determination, compensate fo
educed control in the placement of the isotopic labels c
ared to site-specific labeling methods.

FIG. 3. Solid-state13C CPMAS spectra of differently labeled ubiquitin s
biquitin, 10 mg, 64 scans. (c) [1-13C]glucose,15N-labeled ubiquitin, 15 mg, 1
istributions of spectra (c) and (d) compared to (a) and (b) reflect the se

he effects of selective labeling. Spectrum (b), of the uniformly labeled
ipolar interaction.
y
i-
-

c-

ly
ly

-
e
-

. One-Dimensional13C NMR Spectra of Selectively Label
Ubiquitin

To demonstrate the effects of S&E13C labeling on the
esolution of the solid-state NMR spectra and to estimate
abeling levels, we acquired 1D13C CPMAS spectra of fou
ifferent ubiquitin samples. The spectrum of the unlab
biquitin (Fig. 3a) serves as a reference to those of the la
amples in three ways. First, its intensity distribution i
ngerprint of the complete carbon skeleton of the protein, s
ll carbons in the molecule contribute equally at the na
bundance (1.1%) level. Deviations from this total inten
istribution would thus reflect the preferential labeling of c

ain carbon sites. Second, the homogeneous linewidth o
pectrum is minimal at the natural abundance, since the e

ples. (a) Unlabeled ubiquitin, 35 mg, 4096 scans. (b) [U-13C6]glucose,15N-labeled
scans. (d) [2-13C]glycerol, 15N-labeled, 20 mg, 128 scans. The different inten
tivity of labeling. Assignments for several resolved signals are indicated to illustrate
ple, has the lowest resolution due to the13C–13C scalar couplings and the resid
am
28
lec
sam
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394 MEI HONG
re absent. Third, the signal-to-noise ratio of the spec
rovides a benchmark against which the labeling levels o

1-13C]glucose and [2-13C]glycerol schemes can be estimat
For U-13C, 15N-labeled ubiquitin, the spectrum (Fig. 3

xhibits significant line broadening, as expected when res
13C–13C dipolar and scalar couplings are present. This dip
nd scalar-coupling induced line broadening was also rep
ecently for crystalline organic compounds (14, 38). It was
ound that to remove the effects of these couplings, very
pinning speeds (.25 kHz) and proton decoupling fiel
;200 kHz) needed to be employed. These experimental
itions are currently only feasible on the smallest MAS rot
hich have limited sample volumes and thus reduced ex
ental sensitivity. In addition, such high spinning speeds m

otor-synchronized NMR pulse sequences difficult to im
ent.
Under [1-13C]glucose labeling, the ubiquitin spectrum (F

c) exhibits reduced intensities than the reference spectr
he Ca region between 50 and 65 ppm and at;40 ppm. In
omparison, the [2-13C]glycerol labeling scheme yields lo
ntensities in the side chain region between 15 and 35
Fig. 3d). These different intensity distributions reflect
electivity of labeling. For example, the Gly and Val13Ca

eaks are conspicuously missing in the13C1-ubiquitin spec
rum, while the Ile 13Cg2 carbons are mostly unlabeled

13C2-ubiquitin. (These resonances are assigned based o
olution NMR data (27) and are confirmed by the 2D15N–13C
pectra shown later.) In the carbonyl region,13C2-ubiquitin
isplays substantially higher intensities, suggesting tha
arbonyl carbons are labeled at higher levels than in13C1-
biquitin. In general, based on the relative intensities of

13C1- and 13C2-ubiquitin spectra to the reference spect
Fig. 3a), and taking into account the sample amounts
ignal-averaging times, we find approximately a factor
nhancement in the labeling levels of the [2-13C]glycerol
cheme (50–90%) over the [1-13C]glucose scheme (20–45%
his is consistent with the predictions based on the amino
iosynthetic pathways.
Both selectively labeled ubiquitin samples exhibit sha

esonances than the uniformly labeled sample. The linew
n spectra (c) and (d) range from 0.8 ppm for the unproton
arbonyl carbons and the mobile methyl carbons, to;1.3 ppm
or the CH and CH2 groups. In contrast, the fully label
ample under the same experimental conditions exhibits
idths of ;1 ppm for CH3 groups and.2 ppm for CH2

arbons. These linewidth differences confirm the importan
educing directly bonded13C spin pairs for obtaining high
esolved solid-state NMR spectra.

. Site-Specific Determination of Multiplef Torsion Angles
by HNCH Correlation

The high spectral sensitivity and resolution achieved
&E 13C labeling makes possible a variety of solid-state
m
e
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h

s torsion angles (24, 28, 30, 31, 39, 40) and for sequentia
esonance assignment (41–43). We first demonstrate the fe
ibility of residue-specific torsion-angle determination on s
selectively labeled protein by measuring backbonef angles

n 13C2-ubiquitin. The recently introduced HNCH techniq
orrelates the N–H and the Ca–Ha dipolar coupling tensor
24) in order to extract the mutual orientation of the two bon
hich reflects thef torsion angle about the N–Ca bond. The
-dependent dipolar patterns are manifested in thev1 dimen-
ion and separated in thev2 dimension according to the Ca

sotropic chemical shifts of the residues. Due to this isotro
nisotropic correlation, the HNCH technique is capable
xtracting multiplef torsion angles simultaneously, provid

hat the13Ca chemical shift dispersion is sufficient.
The HNCH spectrum of13C2-ubiquitin is displayed in Fig

. The projection onto thev2 dimension and thev1 cross
ections of four selected sites are shown. In thev2 dimension
nly carbons directly bonded to nitrogen spins, i.e., Ca and CO
re observed, since a short15N–13C double- and zero-quantu
xcitation time was used (0.47 ms). In thev1 dimension, only

he intensity envelopes connecting the tips of the sideband
lotted in order to emphasize thef-angle-induced difference

n the intensity distribution. The spectra consist of 14 s
ands and one center band, as determined by the numbet 1

ntervals measured. The dipolar cross section of Val26 Ca (67
pm) displays a dip in the central intensity and is best-fit
5 260° (Fig. 4b). This corresponds to thea-helix confor-
ation, which is in agreement with the crystal structure (17).
he dipolar cross section of Thr12 and Thr14 Ca (62 ppm) is
ominated by a sharp intensity maximum at the center, w

s the signature for theb-sheet conformation (Fig. 4c). T
la46 (53 ppm) cross section exhibits a broad high platea

he center and corresponds tof 5 120° or 1100°, both
uggesting ab-turn structure (Fig. 4d). This is also corrob
ated by the crystal structure (17). Even in the absence of t
rystal structure, this result, combined with the fact that G
s the neighboring residue, would strongly suggest a
9–III 9 b-turn (44).

The experimental spectra are each best fit (Figs. 4b
ight) with two f-torsion angles because the HNCH techni
as an intrinsic double degeneracy (24). However, one of thes

wo angular values can often be ruled out based on its
ccurrence in nature (45). The best-fit simulations are found

he minimal root-mean-square deviations (rmsd) betwee
ormalized experimental spectrumSi ,exp and the normalize
imulated onesSi(f). The rmsd curve is calculated acco
ng to

rmsd~f! 5 H 1

NO
i51

N

@Si ,exp2 Si~f!# 2J 1/ 2

, [1]

here the summationi is carried out over the central s
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395TORSION ANGLES IN PROTEINS
pinning sidebands and the center band in each spectrum46).
he outer eight side bands were excluded in the rmsd c

ation since their intensities are low and relatively similar
arious f angles. The global minima of each rmsd cu
orrespond to the best-fit torsion angles. A pair of minim
resent for each rmsd curve, which reflects the double de
racy of the HNCH technique. For thea-helix (b) andb-turn

FIG. 4. HNCH spectrum of13C2-ubiquitin for determining thef torsion
ro19, (b) Val26, (c) Thr12 and Thr14, and (d) Ala46. The assignment is
orrelation spectra. The root-mean-squared deviations (rmsd) between
orsion angles (dashed lines) are obtained at the minimum rmsd value.
esults are indicated by the solid lines. For cross section (c), two solid
est-fit simulations are shown in the right column of (b–d). The effective
mide proton. The sample was spun at 4209 Hz. A15N–13C coherence transf
pectrum was acquired in 14 h.
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d) conformations, an additional pair of angles exhibit n
inimum rmsd values. This results from an accidental,

ourfold degeneracy in these angular regions, which has
bserved in 2D (f, f) rmsd plots previously (46).
To assess the angular resolution of the technique, we

ured the experimental noise and used its intersection wit
msd curve to define an angular uncertainty (shaded a

les. The experimental dipolar cross sections (v1 dimension) are the Ca of (a)
tained from solution NMR data (27) and is confirmed by the solid-state15N–13C 2D
experiment and simulation are displayed in the middle column of (b–d)e best-fit
e experimental uncertainties are indicated by the shaded areas. The crtructure
s are shown that correspond to Thr12 (f 5 2120°) and Thr14 (f 5 2101°). The
H dipolar coupling can be extracted from the Pro19 slice (a) due to itsf the

ime of 475ms was used to select carbons directly bonded to the amide15N. The
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ngular resolution, while the Ala46 result is the least pre
he accuracy of the NMR measurement can also be ass
y comparing the NMR-derived torsion angle values (da

ines) with the crystal structure (solid lines). We find relativ
igh accuracy for thea-helical andb-sheet conformations, b

ow accuracy for the positively valued,b-turn conformation
his may partly result from the fact that the Ca signal of Ala46

s not sufficiently resolved from other sites. It is also poss
hat the flexibility of theb-loop makes the NMR or the X-ra
rystal structure an average of a number of conformation
An internal check for the precision of the HNCH experim

s provided by the dipolar cross sections of the chemic
nique amino acid, proline. Due to the lack of the amide pr

n proline, its HNCH cross section exhibits a narrow enve
Fig. 4a) that reflects the effective Ca–Ha dipolar coupling
caled by the homonuclear decoupling sequence. Know
f this effective C–H coupling makes the HNCH simulat

ndependent of any adjustable parameter other than the to
nglef.
The advantage of the selective and extensive13C labeling

cheme compared to uniform13C labeling lies in the fact tha
he uniformly labeled sample has practically no single
esolution in the Ca region to yield any useful HNCH spe
rum. Although higher spinning speeds could improve
hemical shift resolution, they are incompatible with
NCH sequence, which requires a sufficient number ot 1

oints as defined by the MREV-8 cycle time to be meas
ithin each rotor period. This slow-spinning requirement is
ain limitation of the torsion-angle technique, because
ith the enhanced resolution afforded by13C selective labeling

he v2 dimension still does not resolve all Ca resonances. T
xtract more torsion angles, it is necessary to extend th
NCH technique into a third dimension, where15N chemica
hift may be employed to further disperse the resonances
D experiment should not entail prohibitively long sign
veraging time, since the dipolar dimension of the experim

ncremented in a constant-time fashion (24), requires only a
mall number of points to be measured.

. Resonance Assignment by15N–13C Correlation

The structure elucidation of extensively labeled protein
MR requires the assignment of the measured structural
traints to the protein sequence (47). So far, solid-state NMR
echniques for resonance assignment have been demon
ainly on small molecules such as amino acids and oligo

ides (42, 48–51), and few solid-state NMR studies of res
ance assignment for proteins have been shown (41, 43, 52).
he S&E 13C labeling approach facilitates resonance ass
ent by enhancing the spectral resolution. As a first dem

tration of this feasibility, we carried out a 2D15N–13C corre-
ation experiment (42) where the coherence is transfer
etween13C and15N via the recoupled dipolar interaction (53).
he spectra yield sequence-specific assignment based oni–
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a – and –Ni–COi–Ni11–COi11– connectivities
ue to the distance-dependent nature of this coherence tr
echanism, one can first identify the N–Ca and COi21–Ni

ross peaks by using a short15N–13C mixing time, then identify
wo- and three-bond15N–13C spin pairs such as the intraresid
–Cb and the interresidue Ci21

a –Ni peaks using a longer mixin
ime (42).

We applied this15N–13C correlation technique to13C2-ubiq-
itin. Two 15N–13C spectra, acquired with a15N–13C mixing

ime of 0.6 and 2.3 ms, are displayed (Fig. 5). Each spec
ields several dozens of resonances that are either partia
ompletely resolved. Based on the chemical shifts, the con

FIG. 5. 15N–13C 2D correlation spectrum of13C2-ubiquitin with a15N–13C
ixing time of (a) 0.6 ms and (b) 2.3 ms. Several dozens of resonanc
ither partially or completely resolved in each spectrum. Amino-acid
ssignment and partial sequential assignment were achieved based
onnectivity patterns, the characteristic chemical shifts, and the labelin
erns derived from Fig. 2 and Tables 1 and 2. The spectra were each ac
n 13 h.
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he time-dependence of the resonance signals, we can id
everal sequential connectivities. For example, in the spec
cquired with the short mixing time (a), the six most downfi

15N resonances can be assigned to prolines due to their
cteristic chemical shifts. Among these peaks, the signa

13C chemical shifts of;50 ppm can be assigned to prolined,
hile those at;62 and;67 ppm are proline Ca. Both Cd and
a are labeled by the [2-13C]glycerol scheme and are direc
onded to the amide15N, thus they are observed at the sh
ixing time. At this point, only type assignment is possi
hen the longer15N–13C mixing time is used, we observe
eak but clear cross peak between two of the three prolina

esonances. This unambiguously assigns the two peaks
wo consecutive prolines in the ubiquitin sequence, Pro37
ro38. Thus the remaining proline signals must belon
ro19. One can continue along the connectivity patter

dentify the cross peak between Pro37 and Ile36, as well a
ro19–Ser20 cross peak. Another observed sequential co

ivity is Gly47–Ala46–Phe45 (43). In addition to interresidu
ssignment, the long mixing-time experiment also allows

raresidue assignment to be made to some extent, sinc
idechain resonances appear in the same15N cross section a
he primary Ca signal but have more upfield13C chemica
hifts. One example of the intraresidue assignment is prov
y the prolines, whose Cb site, two bonds from the amide15N,

s clearly shown in Fig. 5b. Similarly, the Thr Cb’s and Cg’s
an also be assigned, since Thr Cb’s have uniquely downfiel
hemical shifts. These assignments were made based o
olid-state spectra alone, without utilizing solution NM
hemical shift information. The latter, however, is useful a
ventual measure of the uniqueness of the solid-state a
ent given the achievable linewidths (41). In these spectra, th

imiting values of the full width at half maximum are;0.8
pm for 13C and;2.5 ppm for 15N. This resolution is quit
easonable for an unoriented powder sample and is reflect
he partial separation of the six glycine resonances in
pectra.
Although the selective13C labeling makes complete assig
ent from a single sample not possible, with two sam

abeled in a complementary fashion, one can retrieve the
ng information to some extent. For example, the13C1-ubiq-
itin spectrum acquired at the long15N–13C mixing time (Fig.
b) exhibits the Cb signals of Ala, Ser, and Pro. Among the
er20 Cb can be assigned based on its cross peak with P
a, and Ala46 Cb is identified by its cross peak with Gly47 Ca.
hr9 can be assigned by its cross peak with Leu8 Ca. Similarly,

he sequential connectivities Thr66–Ser65 and Pro19–G
an be identified.
To assign the13C and 15N spectra of a solid protein mo

ompletely, additional correlation experiments that fully
loit the labeling patterns are required. For example, 3D
eriments that correlate the Ca and sidechain carbon chemi
hifts with the backbone15N are useful for more comple
mino acid type assignment of the resonances. Homonu
tify
m
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xperiments along these lines will be detailed in a future p
54). On the other hand, variations of the selective and ex
ive labeling approach can be exploited to label carbons
re either unlabeled or labeled at low levels by the [1-13C]glu-
ose and [2–13C]glycerol labeling schemes. This will be im
ortant to achieve complete resonance assignment of the

eins.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that selective and extensive13C labeling in
onjunction with high-resolution solid-state NMR is a use
pproach to the efficient structure investigation of solid

eins. The selective13C labeling primarily refers to the fact th
he statistical probability of directly bonded13C–13C spin pairs
s close to 0% while the probability of one of the two carb
eing 13C is significant. This is achieved by using specific

abeled glucose or glycerol as the sole carbon source i
acterial growth media. We found, both theoretically and
erimentally, that the selectivity of labeling is most promin

or the 10 amino acids produced from the linear part of
iosynthetic pathways. In these amino acids, many ca
airs with 45–90% and 1.1% (i.e., natural abundance) lab

evels are found. In comparison, in amino acids derived f
he more complex citric-acid cycle, many adjacent carb
ave 50% or lower labeling levels for both sites, thus
pin-pair probabilities are below 25%.
The selective and extensive13C labeling approach provid
general method of spectral narrowing and editing, w

acilitates resonance assignment in solid proteins. The
anced spectral resolution makes many solid-state NMR
iques practical for measuring multiple structural constra
er experiment and per sample. We showed here that
traints on the backbone conformation of such a labeled pr
an be obtained by measuring thef torsion angles using th
NCH technique. The angular resolution and accuracy o
easurement were analyzed. We also showed that th
uence-specific assignment of these structural constrai
artially feasible by 2D15N–13C correlation. The extent o
esonance assignment is still limited at this point by the s
ral resolution due to the lack of ultrafast spinning and u
igh magnetic field. Combining the advance of these tech
gies, various heteronuclear and homonuclear correl

echniques, and 3D spectroscopy, more complete reso
ssignment of proteins in the solid state is well foreseeab

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The three13C, 15N-labeled ubiquitin samples used in t
ork were custom-synthesized by VLI-Research (Malv
A). The human ubiquitin gene was expressed inEscherichia
oli. Cells were grown in M9 minimal medium, with the so
itrogen source being15N-labeled ammonium sulfate, and t
ole carbon source being one of the following three c
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ounds: [1-13C]glucose, [2-13C]glycerol, and [U-13C6]glucose
Cambridge Isotope Labs, Inc.). For a typical ubiquitin exp
ion experiment, a 5-liter culture was induced and the s
aste was purified by column chromatography to homogen
he purity of the final products was analyzed by gel elec
horesis and amino acid composition analysis to be.99%.
he unlabeled ubiquitin sample was purchased from Sigm
sed directly without purification. All samples were hydra

o ;30% (w/w) prior to the NMR experiments. Hydration w
ound to be important for narrowing the spectral lines, ma
y decreasing the conformational heterogeneity present
philized samples (55–57).
The solution-state13C–1H 2D correlation experiments f

erifying the labeling schemes were carried out on a Br
PX-300 spectrometer using a 5-mm inverse probe. A r

FIG. 6. 15N–13C 2D correlation spectrum of13C1-ubiquitin with a15N–13C
a signals, whose presence indicates low-level scrambling in the13C labeling
-
id
ty.
-

nd

y
y-

r
-

used INEPT pulse sequence was used (58). The sample
onsist of 0.7 mM ubiquitin dissolved in a 90% H2O/10% D2O
odium acetate buffer at pH 4.5.
All solid-state NMR experiments were performed on

ruker DSX-300 spectrometer using a 4-mm triple-reson
AS probe. Typical radiofrequency field strengths were

Hz for 1H decoupling, 65 kHz for13C, and 50 kHz for15N.
ross polarization from1H to 13C was achieved with a linear

amped (59, 60) RF field on the13C channel and with a conta
ime of 0.5 ms. The FIDs were detected under1H TPPM
ecoupling (61). The evolution period of thef torsion exper

ment employed a MREV-8 pulse train for homonuclear
oupling. Otherwise, continuous-wave decoupling was ap
n the1H channel. Typical recycle delays were 3 s.
The 1D 13C CPMAS experiments and the 2D15N–13C cor-

ing time of (a) 0.6 ms and (b) 2.3 ms. Dashed circle indicates the weak g
heme.
mix
sc
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ngle spinning. The spinning speed was controlled to62 Hz
y a Bruker MAS controller. The15N–13C correlation exper
ents were carried out using the pulse sequence in refe

42), except that the15N–13C REDOR mixing period consiste
f a single 13C 180° pulse and multiple15N 180° pulses
62, 63). A total of 4 and 16 rotor periods were used to ex
he double- and zero-quantum15N–13C coherence of one-bon
nd multiple-bond15N–13C pairs, respectively.
The f torsion angle experiment was performed using

asic pulse sequence in Ref. (24), except that the apparent N–
nd Ca–Ha dipolar couplings were doubled relative to
pinning speed to achieve high angular resolution. The
ling was achieved by moving the 180° pulses on the13C and

15N channels as a function oft 1 during the constant-tim
volution period (46). Meanwhile, MREV-8 homonuclear d
oupling (64) was applied for the entire rotor period on the1H
hannel. The MREV-8 90° pulse length was 2.2ms and the
hort-window delay was 0.9ms. They were optimized b
aximizing the sideband intensities of the leucine13Ca signal
etected under MREV-8 decoupling. At a spinning spee
209 Hz, 16t 1 points were collected at an increment of 14
s, so that the maximum evolution time corresponded to

otor period. Before thet 2 period, a TOSS sequence (65) was
pplied to remove the carbonyl sidebands in thev2 dimension
ince they overlap with some of the aliphatic resonances
To eliminate uncertainties in the MREV-8 scaling factor,
agnitude of the one-bond C–H dipolar coupling was dire
easured using a DIPSHIFT pulse sequence (66–68). The

esult was further corroborated by the proline Ca cross sectio
n thef-angle spectra. The one-bond C–H couplings were
ound to be 106 1 kHz.

The f-angle spectra were simulated using a FORTR
rogram described previously (24). A long-range Ca–H(N)
ipolar coupling of 1.2 kHz was taken into account in
imulation. The theoreticalf-angle spectra were calculated
° increments over the entire 360° range. The root-m
quare deviations between the experiment and the simula
ere calculated in MATLAB as a function of thef-angle.
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